Savvy Or Stupid? Many Americans Betting Their Retirement Savings On It
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Penny for your thoughts on whether putting your retirement savings into bitcoin, the hot but crazy-volatile cryptocurrency...

Some people are more than convinced. BitcoinIRA (http://www.prweb.com/releases/2016/05/prweb13416214.htm) la...

**Investors Seem Happy**

CNBC quoted investor Roy Trimboli, one of 700 individual investors, as saying that the 10 bitcoins in his IRA are up a...

Edmund C. Moy, former director of the United States mint, serves as the company's chief strategist and touts its inflat...

Related Link: Feds Bust Reputed Bitcoin Baron In $4 Billion Scheme To Launder Money (https://www.benzinga.com/i...

"Bitcoin is unique in that it's a completely decentralized currency" Moy said in a statement. "Timely but also volatile...

**Brace Yourself For Wild Swings**

Despite the allure of investing in the hot new thing, "We're talking six times the volatility of the S&P 500," a research...

That's not stopping investors. Forbes (https://www.forbes.com/sites/brianfry/2017/07/31/things-american-investors...

What may stop investors is the price of crashing the market...
Learn the Art of Timing in Futures Trading

Do you ever have questions about when the right time to enter or exit a market is? Do you ever wonder what the signs or trends are that can help you make informed decisions?
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